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KATIE AND JOHNNY 
Johnny and Katie are sitting in school.  
Katie is sleeping and the teacher asks her a 
question.  
"Katie, who created Heaven and Earth?" Johnny 
sees Katie sleeping and quickly pokes her with a 
sharp pencil.  
"Jesus Christ almighty! !" Exclaimed Katie.  
"Correct." Says the teacher.  
So the next day the same incident occurs and the 
same question comes up "Who created Heaven 
and Earth?" Katie (Again sleeping) is poked by 
Johnny's pencil "Jesus Christ almighty!" she 
exclaims.  
"Correct again." Says the teacher.  
So the next day, for a 3rd time, The teacher asks 
Katie "What did Eve say to Adam when she had 
so many children?"  
Katie (again sleeping) is poked by Johnny's pencil 
again, and screams "If you stick that thing in me 
one more time I am going to crack it in half!"  
  
DOUBLE THE WISH 
A man walking along the beach one day finds a 
bottle. He rubs it and, sure enough, out popped a 
genie.  
"I will grant you three wishes," said the genie. 
"But there is a catch."  
"What catch?" the man asked.  
The genie replied, "Every time you make a wish, 
every lawyer in the world will receive double the 
wish you were granted."  
"Well, I can live with that! No problem!" replied 
the elated man.  
"What is your first wish?" asked the genie.  
"Well, I've always wanted a Ferrari!"  
POOF! A Ferrari appeared in front of the man.  
"Now every lawyer in the world has TWO 
Ferraris," said the genie. "Next wish?"  
"I'd love a million dollars," replied the man.  
POOF! One million dollars appeared at his feet.  
"Now every lawyer in the world has TWO million 
dollars," said the genie.  
"Well, that's okay, as long as I've got my million," 
replied the man.  
"What is your third and final wish?"  

The man thought long and hard, and finally said, 
"Well, you know, I've always wanted to donate a 
kidney!" 
  
DONATIONS TO THE UNITED WAY 
The local United Way office realized that it had 
never received a donation from the town's most 
successful lawyer, so a volunteer was sent to 
solicit his donation.  
"Sir, you have a successful law practice. You 
must be worth millions. Surely you could give 
back a little to your community through The 
United Way."  
The lawyer said, "First, are you aware that my 
mother is dying from a long, painful illness? And 
that she has medical bills far beyond her ability to 
pay?"  
Embarrassed, the United Way rep mumbled, "Uh, 
no."  
"Second, did you know my brother, a disabled 
veteran, is blind, confined to a wheelchair, and 
unable to support his wife and six children?"  
The stricken United Way rep mumbled another, 
"Uh, no."  
"Third, do you realize that my sister's husband 
died in a dreadful traffic accident leaving her 
penniless, with a huge mortgage and three young 
children?"  
The United Way rep was humiliated. "No, sir. I 
had no idea."  
The lawyer concluded, "Well, then. If I don't give 
any money to them, why do you think I'd give any 
to you?" 
 
ARGUMENT 
A man and his wife were having an argument in 
bed. After the husband had finally had enough, he 
jumped up and took a blanket to the couch.  
The next day, the wife feeling badly about what 
happened, decided to buy her husband a gift. 
Since he was an avid golfer, she went to the pro 
shop at the club where he usually played golf.  
The wife talked with the pro, and he suggested a 
putter and showed her one of his finest. "How 
much is it?" she asked.  
"One-hundred and fifty dollars," he replied. She 
felt that was kind of expensive and told him so.  
"But it comes with an inscription," the pro said.  
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"What kind of inscription?" she asked.  
"Whatever you wish," he explained. "But, one of 
the old golfers' favorites is: 'Never Up, Never In'."  
"Oh, that will never do!" exclaimed the wife. 
"That's what started the argument in the first 
place."  
 
THREE BLONDE HUNTERS 
Three blondes walk into a forest and soon find a 
pair of tracks.  
The first blonde says: "I think they're deer tracks."  
The second blonde says: "No, I think they're bear 
tracks."  
The third blonde says: "You're both wrong! 
They're bird tracks!"  
Then they get hit by a train. 
  
HEAD SWIMMING 
Three guys enter a disabled swimming contest. 
The first has no arms. The second no legs and the 
third has no body, just a head.  
They all line up, the whistle blows and "splash" 
they're all in the pool.  
The guy with no arms takes the lead instantly but 
the guy with no legs is closing fast. The head of 
course sank straight to the bottom.  
Ten lengths later and the guy with no legs finishes 
first. He can still see bubbles coming from the 
bottom of the pool, so he decides he had better 
dive down to rescue him.  
He picks up the head, swims back up to the 
surface and places the head at the side of the pool, 
where upon the head starts coughing and 
sputtering.  
Eventually the head catches his breath and shouts: 
"Three years I've spent learning to swim with my 
ears, then two minutes before the whistle, some 
**** puts a swimming cap on me!"  
  
GOOD ALASKAN FISHING 
The day after his wife disappeared in a kayaking 
accident, an Anchorage man answered his door to 
find two grim-faced Alaska State Troopers.  
"We're sorry Mr. Wilkens, but we have some 
information about your wife," said one trooper.  
"Tell me! Did you find her?!" Wilkens shouted.  
The troopers looked at each other. One said, "We 
have some bad news, some good news, and some 

really great news. Which do you want to hear 
first?"  
Fearing the worst, an ashen Mr. Wilkens said, 
"Give me the bad news first."  
The trooper said, "I'm sorry to tell you, sir, but 
this morning we found your wife's body in 
Kachemak Bay."  
"Oh my God!" exclaimed Wilkens. Swallowing 
hard, he asked, "what's the good news?"  
The trooper continued, "When we pulled her up, 
she had 12 twenty-five pound king crabs and 6 
good-size Dungeness crabs clinging to her."  
Stunned, Mr. Wilkens demanded, "If that's the 
good news, what's the great news?"  
The trooper said, "We're going to pull her up 
again tomorrow." 
 
CRAVING FOR CHILI 
A man goes into a cafe and sits down. A waitress 
comes to take his order, and he asks her, "What's 
the special of the day?"  
"Chili," she says, "but the gentleman next to you 
got the last bowl."  
The man says he'll just have coffee, and the 
waitress goes to fetch it. As he waited, he noticed 
the man next to him was eating a full lunch and 
the bowl of chili remained uneaten.  
"Are you going to eat your chili?" he asked.  
"No, help yourself," replied his neighbor.  
The man picked up a spoon and eagerly began 
devouring the chili. When he got halfway through 
the bowl, he noticed the body of a dead mouse in 
the bottom of the bowl. Sickened, he puked the 
chili he had just eaten back into the bowl.  
The man sitting next to him says, "Yeah, that's as 
far as I got, too." 
 
SHORT ONES 
Did you hear about the guy that took an IQ test 
and the results were negative. 
 
Help wanted:  Telepathy ... you know where to 
apply. 
 
I got a gun for my wife, best trade I ever made. 
 
Cats... the other white meat. 


